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TOOLS AND UTENSILS

The Chef’s French Mandoline boasts the same impressive quality as The 
Original Bron.  This simplified version, made of stainless steel, comes 
with two removable stainless steel julienne blades, ⅛” and ⅜” spacing, 
and a straight blade for slicing. The oversized plastic hand guard, which 
provides safety during use, secures food within with prongs and needles. 
A single lever adjusts the thickness for all cuts, from razor thin to ½”. The flat 
blade can be easily removed for sharpening. Both handle and stand have  
protective, skid-resistant sleeves. The unit can be hung for easy storage. Standing 
height is 9½”

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A4982101  4½” 15⅞” 1⅝” 3.20 
A10212SB  Replacement Straight Blade 0.20 

Chef’s French Mandoline

- Two straight blades for slicing: ⅜” or 1/16” (3mm or 1.5mm)
- Serrated blade for crinkle and waffle cuts
- Julienne blade and a two-way coarse shredding blade
- Oversized hand guard
- Made of ABS plastic, stainless steel blades
- SAN container base has non-slip feet and can be used to store hand guard
- BPA-free, patented design

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A4982176  4¾” 12” 4” 1.1 

Mandoline/Grater with Container

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A4982171 5”  12¾” 5½” 1.13 

5-Blade Mandoline Slicer

- Three rotating julienne blades: ⅛”, ¼” or ½”
- Serrated blade for crinkle and waffle cuts
- Straight blade for slicing
- Oversized hand guard
- Thickness can be adjusted from 1/16” to 5/16” (1.5mm to 7mm)
- Versatile body can be used upright, extended, or flat over a bowl
- Made of ABS plastic, stainless steel blades
- BPA-free, patented design

This clever tool is used to create corkscrew shapes from vegetables. The fine  
needle pierces the vegetable while the looped handle is turned around the  
corkscrew-shaped blade.

art. Width Length Lbs 
48284-00 6”  6” 0.2 

Garland Maker

This nifty slicer, also called “Japanese” mandolin, transforms vegetables and fruits 
into slices and julienne cuts in the blink of an eye. It comes with a hand protector 
designed to push fruit and vegetable across the blades keeping fingers out of 
danger. It includes three julienne blade sets with 1/32”, 5/64” and ⅛ ” (1, 2 and 3 
mm) spacing and one straight blade for slicing.

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
49753-06 4⅜”  12½” 1⅛” 0.7 

Kitchen Slicer, ABS


